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a Housing Intent Form for the 2021-2022 academic year using the USH Resident Portal by February 5, 2020.

November 30, 2020. The occupancy agreement must be signed by

Form for the 2021-2022 academic year in MyHousing (in MyWCU) by

application and occupancy agreement must complete a Housing Intent

Current first-year students with a previously completed 2020-2021

(University-owned) if I am a current first-year student?

On-Campus Housing FAQs

commuters@wcupa.edu

help you with your search. Check out

Considering living in the off-campus neighborhoods for the 2021-2022 academic year? OCCS can

increase the security of your residence:

Going home during a university break or just leaving town for a couple of days? These tips can

to the number provided when a student registers for an appointment. More information

Free Student Legal Services

Reservations for

about favorite campus spots and some fun WCU traditions! Even better, your student will meet other

Talking to your Student about Spring

will have the option to select one of the following grading options:

On a course-by-course basis, and one week after grades have been posted, undergraduate students

of this reality are causing students to be more anxious and stressed than ever before. When we

The University understands that impact of the COVID-19 pandemic continues unabated and, in many

Lastly, WCU has resources dedicated to overall well-being and student success. If current events in

should self-report by completing the

guidance per current CDC recommendations. Symptomatic or confirmed COVID-19 will be directed to speak with the available SHS provider for

breath, sore throat, GI symptoms, loss of taste or smell, or known exposure to

In addition to added mental health concerns, this time of year brings cold and flu season. Flu spreads

For anyone in crisis, feeling suicidal, or at risk, the

through an anonymous dialogue feature or set up a face-to-face meeting to talk to the counselor in

WCU counselor for a personal response over the secure website with any recommendations for

cares about their well-being. As family members, you are often the first to recognize signs of distress

for Identity, Health, and Wellness, sent your student a similar message, reminding them that WCU

Office of Services for Students with Disabilities

Wellness Promotion

Student Support Center

Sincerely,

Rams Up!

finish to the fall semester.

Again, another loss that our students and families have to tackle. It can feel helpless as

knowing what to say when you are experiencing so many of the

As a Ram Family member, it can be equally as challenging to comfort your college
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